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1) Please take a look at collected data - especially included tweets - and let us know if it works fine. Please be aware that we cannot filter out all irrelevant
messages. We update queries daily to get a reasonable dataset, but there is still a significant amount of unrelated stuff. We may also miss some Tweets or
articles - if you find subjects we are missing, please let us know, so we will be able to improve our queries.
2) What is the best time for you to get these newsletters? We recommend you every morning at 8AM your time.

8am PST is perfect.
3) Would you like to get the access to searching Dashboard?

If you feel it would be a benefit, sure.
4) Would you like to get all 3 dataset reports or we should exclude some?

Yes please, I’d like to see all 3.
5) Do you have any Twitter accounts, you would like to monitor closely?

6) Are sub-topics definitions ok?

Yes, looks good.
7) Is there anything we missed here?
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I know we won’t be able to filter out everything, but is there a way to filter out

?

I hope you will find our system informative and useful as possible, that’s why if you see any areas of improvement - please let us know!
Thanks again!

V/R,

_______________________________

,
LAPD Robbery-Homicide Division
Website: click here
(213) 486-6850 office
email

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This communication and its contents (including attachments) may contain confidential, Law Enforcement Sensitive (LES), For Official Use Only (FOUO), Controlled Unclassified
Information (CUI), Personal Identifying Information (PII), information that is investigatory or (raw/draft or analyzed/finished) intelligence in nature, information pertaining to security operations, and/or other legally
privileged information. This information, upon suitable review and oversight, may be exempt from public disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act and/or California Public Records Act. It is solely for the use of
the intended recipient(s). It is to be controlled, stored, handled, transmitted, distributed, and disposed of in accordance with appropriate policy relating to this information and is not to be released to the public, the
media, foreign nationals, or other personnel who do not have a valid "right/need-to-know" without prior approval of an authorized official. Some information may include encrypted content for privacy and data
protection purposes. Unauthorized interception, review, use or disclosure of all content and metadata is prohibited and may violate applicable laws, including the U.S. Electronic Communications Privacy Act and the
California Electronic Communications Privacy Act. Any misuse or unauthorized disclosure may result in both civil and criminal penalties. This notice may apply to specific content, attachments, and metadata,
including such material that may be included herein as a reply, forward, or hyperlink. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender and destroy all copies of the communication immediately.
Originator Control (ORCON)/third-party agency permission rules apply.
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